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This is a project where
eight partners from seven
different countries
participate aiming to
bring together women
from across Europe
where they can share
their thoughts,
backgrounds, cultures,
aspirations and fears in a
safe environment.

Final Transnational Meeting of WuW in Cyprus

by

The last transnational meeting of the “Women Understanding Women” project took place in Limassol,
Cyprus on the 15th and 16th of May, 2012. The host organization “Kivotos‐Elpida” welcomed a total of 18 participants,
coming from the rest 7 organizations of the partnership: Bumbs Babes and Beyond (UK), Equality Centre (Iceland),
SDCC (Lithuania), European Prospect (Greece), Centrum Mentoringu (Czech Republic), Municipality of Castelnuovo
(Italy), and O.S.A. (Italy). Partners had the opportunity to enjoy the sunny Cyprus weather, as May is considered the
ideal month for most travelers visiting the island.
The first day of the meeting included presentations from two guest speakers. The first one was by Ms Maria
Georgiou, a police officer since 2003 who has worked in the Anti‐Trafficking Unit for the last 3 years. Ms Georgiou
gave a presentation on human trafficking and the situation in Cyprus. Two film clips were shown regarding how
women are abused and the cases of two women were outlined, one Muslim from Morocco and the other from
Uzbekistan, who had been both tricked into prostitution but had eventually managed to ‘escape’ and now have
regular jobs in Cyprus. She presented statistics on trafficking in Cyprus, 80% of which is for sexual exploitation and,
interestingly in 2011, 5 of the 40 cases which had gone through the courts related to men and work exploitation. It
was emphasized that Trafficking in Human Beings (THB) is a trans‐national crime undertaken by organized groups and
is a modern form of slavery – ‘ownership’ of people whose freedom and rights are withdrawn. More than 700,000
women worldwide are trafficked every year.
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Buying sexual services in itself is not a crime, but sexual exploitation and forced labor is. During questions,
Ms. Georgiou agreed that the length of the judicial procedure does not help the girls and that, although
retention of documents is a crime, it is not easy to get evidence that exploitation is taking place.
The second presentation was held by Mr. Costas Michaelides, a clinical psychologist, collaborating
with the Municipality of Nicosia. Mr. Michaelides presented the role of women in Cypriot society. He
compared Cyprus with Crete where the ‘island’ mentality differed from that of mainland Greece, outlining
the traditional role of women in a ‘mother‐centered’ society. In the past, life was hard and revolved round
survival. Men worked in the fields and children were needed as the labor force. Changes began after 1974
when large numbers of people moved abroad to look for work. Once tourism began in the 1980s
‘consciousness evolved’ and values changed. Women became less subservient and gradually came to feel
less restricted. Perhaps they are still not as ambitious as women in more northern countries‐ no woman as
yet has aimed to become President‐ but there are definitely women in major positions in the government
ministries, as well as other key positions of the state. Each partner was then given the opportunity to
present to Mr. Michaelides, as part of the dissemination process, the local projects being undertaken
during the WuW initiative. Learners also had the chance to share their experiences of their participation in
our project.
At the end of the day, partners gathered for a traditional Cypriot dinner, the last official dinner of
the partnership. Partners had the chance to taste plenty of Cypriot and Mediterranean dishes and enjoy
local wine. The night included live Cypriot folk music and dancing.
The second day of the meeting partners discussed issues concerning the completion of tasks and
other final details of the project. The partnership collaborated for the last time face to face. They shared
their experiences of our two‐year project and expressed thoughts and feelings about the conclusion of our
collaboration. At the closure of the formal meeting, certificates of attendance were given to all participants
and pictures of the group were taken, before saying goodbye to those who had to leave early for the
airport. An optional cultural excursion to historical sites in the district of Limassol was then offered by the
hosts. Those who were able to join the tour were given the opportunity to visit the Kolossi Castle, built by
the crusaders in the 13th century, and the ancient city of Curium, a spectacular site on a clifftop overlooking
the Mediterranean Sea, built during the Hellenistic era.
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Bumps Babes and Beyond C.I.C.

Photo of WuW Partners During the Final Meeting in Cyprus

Bumps Babes and Beyond has
supported women during pregnancy
and birth who are housed in the local
women's refuge. There is no
government funding available for the
refuge, and the staff and volunteers
work tirelessly to raise not only
financial support, but also to raise
awareness of domestic violence and

two women per week were dying in England and Wales as a result of

it's implications – especially the effect

domestic abuse from a partner or former partner. Sadly that figure remains

it can have on children who witness

the same today.

abuse in their family. It was
wonderful therefore to see the refuge

“Because of the huge demand for support in Thanet, Oasis has been
running an outreach service for over three years and has supported many

being awarded almost £250,000 (app.

families. Part of the lottery funding will ensure that this invaluable service

306,880 euro) from the UK's Big

will continue for a further five years, which will enable many families to

Lottery Fund to support outreach

remain here in Thanet with appropriate security measures, legal protection

services to counter the impact of the

and the financial and emotional support needed to live independently.”

area's high levels of domestic violence

Drop-in services around the region offer the chance for victims to discuss

with practical and emotional support

their issues allowing them to take part in a risk assessment and support

for hundreds of people in the area.
Tina Alexander, Oasis Independent
Domestic Violence Advocate, said:

plan that particularly focuses on increasing safety, rights and entitlements,
identifying individual needs such as substance abuse, offering timely
intervention and the opportunity for survivors to meet. An extension of the
project will recruit an Independent Domestic Violence Advocate to deal

“Unfortunately Thanet has the

with the legal and risk issues involved in cases. Below is a drawing by

highest level of domestic abuse in

“Billy” (aged 7 years) who spent some time living in refuge

Kent, 24 per cent higher than the

accommodation, entitled “NO Punching Each Other”

national average. There are hundreds
of women, men and children in the
area who are suffering from
sometimes life‐threatening abuse at
the hands of someone whom they
believed loved them.” She adds:
“When Oasis Women’s Refuge first
opened its doors 14 years ago,
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Distorting Women’s self image
The anxiety girls and women experience from feeling unattractive is arguably one
of the most pervasive and damaging consequence of advertising. Only one body
type is almost always presented in the media and in advertisements ‐‐ that of a
very tall, thin woman ‐‐ a woman who would meet the criteria for anorexia as
15% below normal weight. In reality, this unhealthy body shape is unattainable
for 99% of women.
Many times, even these "beautiful" women are deemed not good
enough for advertisements. Photographs are airbrushed or otherwise altered to
remove any lines, bumps, or lumps ‐ anything less than "perfection." If the ideal
of beauty is physically unattainable, then consumers will never be able to attain
the image they want, and therefore there will be an endless demand for new
beauty products.
This is the reason for the incredible proliferation of the weight‐loss,
fashion, and cosmetics industries, which are among the largest and most
profitable consumer industries.
As a result, the millions of women and girls who are unable to reach this
standard of beauty feel a sense of failure, shame, and guilt. This dissatisfaction
with one's body is a major cause of eating disorders, which have increased
through the years as women's ideal body weight
as it is portrayed in the media has decreased.
Commodification of women as sex
objects has a very detrimental effect on girls and
women. The constant abuse of women's
sexuality to sell products in the beer, sports, film and music industries, for
example, has completely distorted our understanding of sexuality and gender
roles.
The
undoubtedly

commodification
contributes

to

of

women

the

high

incidents of rape and physical assault in our
society.
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W.U.W. Multicultural Meeting by O.S.A
On Sunday, April 1, 2012 at 16: 00h, at “Ngo O.S.A” via V.Di Marco 1/B ‐ Palermo it was held a
multicultural meeting between native and migrant women to :
Talk
Know
Listen
Relate
Reflect
on Cultural Awareness.
The methodology adopted for the meeting was that of "world cafe" which allows the development of interesting
conversations and shares knowledge in a simple and friendly way, just like when you're around a table drinking
coffee together; the World Cafe is a natural & effective way to host meaningful conversations that awaken collective
wisdom & engage collaborative action (http://www.theworldcafecommunity.org). The event was promoted by Non‐
Governmental Organization O.S.A within the Grundtvig Learning Partnership Women Understanding Women
W.U.W. (supported by European Union through the Lifelong Learning Programme), a project that aims to bring
European women and non‐living in Europe and provide them a safe and non‐judgmental space to share their
background, culture, traditions, values, aspirations and fears.

Dissemination Activities
by
EUROPEAN PROSPECT
On November and December of 2011, EUROPEAN PROSPECT organized training seminars applied to low professional profile
women of the district.
We designed 10 different fast training programs (modules) aimed to offer entrepreneurship knowledge and professional
skills to the beneficiaries.
The face to face (F2F) training took place in our offices in Moires.
Some useful figures of the training activities.
Nr of women involved: 26
Nr of teachers / trainers : 11
Nr of modules: 10
Each module was attended by 5‐20 women (average: 9‐10 participants).
At the beginning of the presentation, our staff explained to each group, the main tasks of “Women Understanding Women”
project.
At the end of all presentations, all participants declared their intention to keep in touch with our training organization and
moreover with European lifelong learning programs.
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Meeting in Klaipeda
The wave of W.U.W. project meetings arrived at Lithuanian famous port and resort Klaipeda.
Two project meetings were organized in April and partners came to meeti Lithuanian partners SDCC and their learners. These
two meetings were composed of three main parts. Project activities and achieved results were discussed in business part of the
meeting. Equally important part of both meetings was the discussion group. This activity involved women of different
nationalities, religions, experience and job skills. Participants were invited to discuss about topic "Women's image in the today’s
media." Women with different English language skills participated in the discussion. Taking into consideration pure English skills
of some participants discussion facilitators Jurgita and Lina tried to use as much non‐verbal techniques as possible. Discussion
participants discussed analyzed, created collages in small groups and presented them to all participants. Each group of women
created collages of different topics, made small researches and represented the results to everybody. Magazines and
newspapers were delivered from each partner country. Created collages demonstrated that there aren’t any significant
differences between the images of women from different countries presented in the media.
Nine Lithuanian learners were invited to Discussion groups that were held first and last week of April. They presented their
experiences and feelings about project and discussion groups in short learner’s comments.
Here are some comments:
"The project “W.U.W." is a great opportunity to meet with women from different European countries and to share with them
thoughts about important things and matters. I made in the discussion group some new discoveries. I understood that it’s not
important what religion or nationality we are. We react similarly to woman's discrimination or abuse issues in the media
"(Sandra, 37 years)
"Discussion group was very interesting because of different discussion forms. Professionally alternating, nature of the activities
of the maximum allowed insight into the main task ‐ making a collage. I liked non‐verbal tasks. They brought together different
learners, broke boundaries and helped to get to know each other. "(William, 41 years).
Project W.U.W. also had third but not the worst part ‐ the cultural activities. Lithuanian partners presented to participants their
city, traditional Lithuanian dishes and cultural heritage. All project participants were given access to visit the natural resorts of
Lithuania (Palanga or Nida) and the Baltic Sea beaches, to attend excursions by foot in Klaipeda old town and look at
architectural monuments or funny sculptures.
All project meetings and activities were important because of the project idea carried, but we think that most important are
emotions and feelings of women learners, which will remain forever. We think
that it is an invaluable product and result of our project.
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Thanks to the European project Women understanding women, Castelnuovo del Garda continues with the
work of cultural exchanges and meetings of its women’s group, with the input of the local authority.
These meetings are often the occasion of a dinner, where it is possible to savour typical dishes from the
country of origin of the participants. They offer the opportunity to exchange expertise, ideas and recipes and
to enjoy each other’s music, dance and customs.
Following this project, there will be others, always with the objective of involving a greater number of
women. From October, a free course of ‘Italian for foreigners’ will take place in the library, there will be a
belly‐dancing class plus evening meetings on various topics.

Women in Iceland
Iceland is one of the leading countries in Europe for progressive women's rights. Like
other Scandinavian countries, Iceland has a reputation for supporting women's
empowerment. The Icelandic Parliament is currently 43% female, one of the highest in
the world. In the world, women make up less than 20% of decison‐makers. Women hold some of the most
powerful positions of the country. Prime Minister Johanna Sigurdardottir became Iceland's first prime minister in
2009. The Bishop of Iceland, Agnes Sigurdardottir, has recently been elected as the first female bishop in the
history of the Church of Iceland. The Speaker of Parliament is also a woman, Asta Ragnheidur Johannesdottir. The
current favourite in the presidential elections to be held June 30, 2012 is a 37 year‐old woman, Thora Arnorsdottir.
Despite the visibly high level of educational and political representation in Iceland, some issues lack gender
equality. One issue is wages. Women's wages remain, on average, 10% less than male wages. Sexual violence is
also an issue that is often ignored or downplayed.
Iceland is not a fully gender‐equal society, but maybe the closest in the world. The women's movement has a
voice. Last year, the annual Women Strike Back march took place. There does exist the public concern and the
political commitment to confront the inequalities.
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What is the Women Understanding Women Project?
Women Understanding Women is a European Project approved in 2010 under the
Grundtvig Lifelong Learning Programme with an execution period of 24 months,
starting in October 2010.
This project aims to bring together women from across Europe and provide them
with a safe and non‐judgmental space in which to share their backgrounds, cultures,
traditions, values, aspirations and fears. It will foster a sense of community
undiminished by distance or language and an opportunity for free and open
dialogue and discussion, particularly around issues that remain guarded and
unmentionable in some cultures. Methodology will include non‐verbal, in order
that women from all partner institutions can join together in common themes.
There is a disconnect of equality amongst women within the member
states. Cultures, history, traditions and expectations are all instrumental to a
woman’s lifestyle. We have identified that women have an innate curiosity about
other women. They also want to share, empathise and learn about each
other. This project will allow women to nurture their own cultures and traditions,
whilst embracing new ideas and allowing them the opportunity to share the
traditions of others. Women often feel patronised in group situations, so we
devised this project to be inclusive, non‐intimidating and non‐judgmental.

Women Understanding Women Partners
Bumps Babes and Beyond c.i.c. (UK), Coordinator, Contact Person: Geraldine Watson, Email: gedwatson23@gmail.com
Centrum Mentoringu, o.s. (CR), Contact Person: Lenka Kyjonkova, Website: www.centrummentoringu.cz
Email: centrum.mentoringu@seznam.cz
Equality Centre (Iceland), Contact Person: Amal Tamimi / Elizabeth Lay, Website: www.jafn.is Email: jafn@jafn.is
Evropaiki Prooptiki (GR), Contact Person: Tzanis Pararas, Website: www.prospect.gr, Email: eurokek@otenet.gr
Kivotos‐Elpida (CY), Contact Person: Leonidas Eracleous, Website: www.kivotos‐elpida.org Email: eraleonidas@hotmail.com
Municipality of Castelvuovo del Garda (IT), Contact Person: Silvana Salardi, Website: www.comune.castelnuovodelgarda.vr.it
Email: ufficiostampa@castelnuovodg.it
O.S.A. (Sicily, Italy), Contact Person: Jasminko Mesanovic, Website: www.ongosa.org, Email: euprogrammes@ongosa.org
SDCC (Lithuania), Contact Person: Jurgita Kadagiene, Website: www.sdcc.lt, Email: info@sdcc.lt

